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Funny gif memes 2020

someecards Calling anyone who has ever experienced a breakup or argument with a significant other: Sometimes all a few quarrel needs is a little humor (and an excuse, of course). These memes will remind you that life is too short to worry about the little things. It really doesn't matter, in the scheme of things, but
seeing a peanut butter company and an animated pictures company (with a name based on the format, GIF) come together to gently make fun of the soft-G pronunciation of GIF is pretty darn fun. Who doesn't need some fun these days? Jif / Giphy / Amazon It's quite a story to understand before you can fully appreciate
the image above. The GIF file extension stands for Graphics Interchange Format. It is a compression algorithm that has become popularly used for animated images on the internet. If you've ever called a Gif a Jif, we forgive you. What's the big thing: Pronouncing the three letters has become a bit of an internet
sensation, but then most people use a hard-G sound, as in Graphics, Gurgle or Grass. However, Steve Wilhite, the guy who came up with the format, famously told the New York Times that it should be pronounced with a soft G, as in Giraffe, Giant or Geography. The Oxford English Dictionary accepts both
pronunciations, Wilhite told the Times. They're wrong. It's a soft 'G,' pronounced 'jif.' The end of the story. The answer: The internet has gone wild over this in the years since, with people famous and not (Jimmy Fallon, anyone?) weighing in. Our own editor-in-chief Lance Ulanoff created a poll on Twitter to see how
people pronounce the word. Both polls fall overwhelmingly in favor of hard-G. Where things stand right now: Now peanut butter maker Jif and animated photos database Giphy have put together a funny little picture pokes fun at the whole thing. If you've ever called a Gif a Jif, the (presumably fake) jar says: We forgive
you. The point: Does this really matter? Probably not. But the photo took the internet by storm, re-igniting Gif or jif psuedo controversy. That in itself is actually a ton of fun. Thank you for telling us! Tell us why! Giorgos Stamatelos / 500pxGetty Photos Find us someone whose day can't be improved with a fun cat meme -
we wait. It doesn't matter if you're a cat person, a dog person, or one of the unique reptile people, because just about anyone can appreciate a picture of a cute kitty. Of course, the cute kitty picture is always made better when paired with a funny caption. Sure, it is the famous cats that have adorned the silver screen, as
well as those cats that have become expensive internet experiences. But sometimes the cats that are funniest are run-of-the-mill house cats caught in the right moment and then turned into a purr-fect meme. Everyone knows Grumpy Cat. Everyone knows the cat from TikTok who danced and patted his paws together to
Mr. Sandman. But we have rounded up such not-so-famous cats that have made too Memes. We hope you're ready to laugh your tail off on these 19 fun cat memes. Ad - Continue reading under 1 Fickle Feline The Power of Paw-Sitive Thinking. 2 Kitty Sighting Guess that someone doesn't need laser eye surgery. 3
Pizza Cat Because pizza rat is so 2015. 4 Major Cattitude Merriam-Webster, who can we talk to about getting the floof added to the dictionary? 5 A startling discovery is not worried, kitty. We think you're beautiful anyway. 6 Grumpy Cat 2.0 Why the long face, sour puss? 7 Don't kitten around Get this guy some salsa right
meow! 8 Do not Feline It If you come in, at least wipe your paws first. 9 Gym Cat Everyone has a little extra lint. 10 Milleni-yowl Let me spin you a yarn about life back in the 90s... 11 Are You Fur Real? Can't a lady have some beauty sleep here? 12 Green-Eyed Envy Pay attention to me, paw-lease. 13 Image caption
Paw-fect Do you think our cats spend all day looking at pictures of us too? 14 Big City, Little Kitty Fur-ever purr-crastinating. 15 Touch Spawt 16 Feline Faker We don't know about you, but we feel quite affected right now. 17 Need a little Pawty to love We would never feel sad again if we had this kitty by our side. 18
Selfie Cat-astrophe We coal-ally can't even with this. 19 Starvin' Marvin It's not Marvin's fault. He thought that purr-ito was for him. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and
similar content on piano.io A meme is a virally transmitted image embellished with text, which usually shares pointed comments about cultural symbols, social ideas or current events. A meme is usually a photo or video, but sometimes it can be a block of text. When a meme appeals to many people, it spreads via social
platforms like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, subtitles and more. The more a meme is spread, the greater the cultural influence it has. Here's a deeper look at what a meme is, the different types of memes, and some meme examples. Someone a meme stays around for a while because it represents something timeless
that constantly rings true for people, such as parenthood. Other memes are specific to a specific event or idea. Evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins created the word meme (rhymes with team) in his bestselling 1976 book The Selfish Gene. Although he had no idea of his future internet-related context, he used the
word meme to describe an idea, behavior or style that quickly spreads from person to person in a culture. In his book, he compared a meme spread to a virus. The word meme came from the Greek word mimeme, which means imitation thing. Decades later, Dawkins supported the appropriation of the word meme into the
digital world. He said the new meaning is not so far from his original explanation. Memes used to be the domain of 20-somethings. at all ages and all of digital savviness has adopted memes to express their feelings. Memes are a worldwide social phenomenon. The more a meme resonates with people, the more they will
share it, and the longer it will spread. Memes are usually funny, but often that humor is injected with wry political or social commentary. Sometimes memes exist for shock value or to teach a life lesson. Other times, a single photo or short video will generate hundreds of fun interpretations. Sometimes a meme will be
appreciated by only a select group of people, and other times a meme will have almost universal appeal. Here's a look at some popular meme categories and examples to give you a better idea of the breadth and scope of these viral statements. A meme can be a still image or an animated GIF, as long as the content
appeals to others in a shareable format. Popular memes are often funny, ranging from silly humor to niche humor to more pointed political humor. Children, parents, pets and everyday life offer endless memes. Often a funny picture traces a number of memes, as with this particular toddler squeezing his hand in a fist.
The above meme mimics our determination on New Year's Eve to finally make positive changes. The same image represents our feelings of satisfaction and winning when we get an unexpected fall. Sometimes memes offer simple, funny humor most people can enjoy, such as this Pavlov joke: Cute animal figure
prominent in harmless-humor memes, such as these adorable ducklings: Funny memes often appeal to specific groups, such as parents: Sibling memes are a popular meme subgroup that appeals to many people: Other classic and famous funny memes include: Some memes have pointed humor. These memes put
forward an opinion, argue with others, take a provocative attitude, or use darker topics, such as the above meme that benefits from an unfortunate headline. Other memes tackle more controversial topics, such as the Area 51 raid plan: Or flat-Earth movement: Other darker-humored memes include: Social commentary
colors many memes, touching topics like wine drinking, a hugely popular topic on the internet. Often, memes tackle different takes on societal norms, such as memes about not wanting children: More social commentary memes include: In some cases, a meme achieves notoriety as a conversation expression. As in the
example above, the phrase In the meantime... created a series of memes that show how life is elsewhere. Another conversational meme tackles the challenge of Change My Mind: Other conversational memes include: World events provide endless meme fodder, with humor that is sometimes pointed, sometimes silly,
and sometimes painful. As in the above meme, the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent social isolation period generated thousands of memes, exploiting the dark humour of a shared experience. The short murder oude is another example: Brexit was a rich source of Superbowls give give meme fodder, like this 2019
Adam Levine halftime show meme shows: Other topical topic memes: Our favorite TV shows provide tons of meme material, such as above example from Game of Thrones. Other meme TV show favorites include The Office: Several TV shows that generate memes include: Friends memesBig Bang Theory memesParks
&amp; Recreation memesM *A*S*H memes There's an endless variety of memes, ranging from everyday topics to critical life and world events. More are created and shared every day, and new material is constantly available. If you're inspired by a photo or video you come across, create your own meme and see if it
appeals to others. Visit Know Your Meme to examine a meme or get inspiration. Thank you for telling us! Tell us why! Why!
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